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The crossbow has been around
for two thousand years
according to some historians.

Its advantages are obvious; anyone
who could pull its string to cock it at
full draw could shoot it with reason-
ably good accuracy. Long training
sessions and great strength were not
needed like they were for the long
bow or the shorter composite bow
used by horse-mounted soldiers.
Although it took time to load, it
could be shot by so many more types
of people that it was a feared and
effective weapon of war.

Of course, the invention of gun-
powder ended the general wartime
use of any bow but they have been

used for hunting ever since. In fact,
the crossbow has been showing con-
tinuous growth over the past several
years. So much so that we need to
take a close look at it in our archery
shops. 

GROWING ACCEPTANCE
According to the National

Bowhunter Education Foundation
there are currently some forty-one
states permitting some type of hunt-
ing with the crossbow. Sixteen states
allow it for both gun and archery
season. Four allow it only for gun
season, six for archery only, and
another fifteen allow limited or per-
mit-only use for hunting. Only seven

states do not allow the crossbow
under any conditions. (Source:
“Today’s Crossbow: An Addendum to
Hunter Education Courses” by the
NBEF, www.nbef.org)

So, as an archery dealer you are
already stocking or are thinking
about stocking some crossbows.
Following that you’ll have customers
and their questions to deal with.
After the sale you’ll have to get your
customers ready for the hunt and
that’s where this article comes in.
What’s the same about cross-
bowhunting and hunting with the
more familiar compound bow?
What’s different? How will this affect
my compound bow sales? Total
sales? Do I have to do anything dif-
ferent? These are some of the ques-
tions you have.

I don’t know if your total sales

Getting customers ready 
to hunt with a crossbow

By Larry Wise

Sell your customers a small target butt and a practice bolt so they can unload their-
crossbow safely at the end of a hunt. A cocked crossbow in the vehicle may accidentally
discharge causing damage to the bow, the vehicle or both. Plus it will violate game laws.

While any quality compound bow target
should stop a crossbow bolt, the higher
density models like this HandiBlock
Crossbow from McKenzie Targets will keep
your customers from burying those short
bolts to the fletch.
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will increase or decrease if crossbow
use becomes widespread in your
area, but most indicators say your
bottom line will increase. Only time
will tell. I do know how to get your
customers ready for the hunt and
how you can help them with the
basics. Then, as time passes, we will
learn more and do a better job of
preparing crossbow hunters. But
first, the basics!

WHO’S USING 
THE CROSSBOW

How about the “baby boomers”. I
have three friends (we’re all well over
50 now) who have all bought cross-
bows recently so they could contin-
ue bowhunting. It seems as though,
for one reason or another, their
shoulders are worn out and they
have difficulty drawing a hand-held
compound or long bow. This kind of
customer has to be considered on
your “new business” list since he
wouldn’t be bowhunting at all if he
couldn’t use a crossbow.

There are lots of others, like
those not able to draw over forty
pounds with a compound bow.
Young hunters fit into this group, as
do many women. Some physically
challenged archers find they can use

the crossbow effectively for
bowhunting. I have a blind friend,
Doug, who, with his buddy, Tony,
leaning over his shoulder to help
aim, recently killed an elk with his
crossbow. Others just prefer the eas-

ier-to-use crossbow instead of the
hand-held compound bow and so
they switch.

If you haven’t checked your
state’s hunting regulations on cross-
bowhunting then start there. Once
you see them “in print” for yourself
and then decide how to proceed with
business of stocking or not.

COMPARISON OF BOW TYPES
So how does the crossbow stack

up against the compound? Here are
some facts from my own research.

Arrow energy is a fair measure
for comparison. The energy of the
arrow is dependent on its speed and
weight according to the formula: 

KINETIC ENERGY = 
(GRAIN WEIGHT x VELOCITY x

VELOCITY)/ 450,240.
SAMPLE: For an arrow weighing

420 gr. traveling at 252 feet per sec-
ond the kinetic energy is:

KE = (420 gr.) x (252 fps) x (252
fps) divided by the units conversion
value 450,240 = (26671680)/450240 

KE = 59.2 ft-lbs of moving ener-
gy.

This is enough energy to kill a
deer. At least I’ve been doing it with
60 ft-lbs for years with good success.

My crossbow-shooting friends all bought good scopes for their setup. One friend prefers
the separate quiver that he hangs on his ladder stand while many like the bow-mounted
quiver. Carry an extra practice bolt for discharging the bow at the end of the hunt.

The bolt should be loaded with one fletch down in the flight groove and the nock-end
under the arrow retaining tab. Be sure to slide the nock all the way back to the string to
get a consistent launch and keep your hand under the stock barrel so your fingers don’t
get in the string path. When cocked, treat this weapon as you would a loaded gun.
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This is enough energy to drive an
arrow completely through a deer’s
rib cage. In fact, 50 ft-lbs is enough. If
you feel you want more for bigger
animals then the arrow weight has to
go up, the arrow speed has to
increase or both. 

To put 60 ft-lbs of energy into a
moving arrow requires that your bow
store more than 60 ft-lbs. If your bow
is 70% efficient then it must store 86
ft-lbs of energy. That is SE = 86 ft-lbs
making 60 ft-lbs equal to 70% of 86
ft-lbs. I’m able to do this with a 56 lb,
30 inch hand-held compound bow.

Now for the comparison. The
cross bow has a 12 to 14 inch power
stroke. That means that the string is
driving the arrow forward for 12 to 14
inches while it transfers stored ener-

gy to the arrow or bolt. My hand-
held compound bow drives the
arrow for a distance of 22 inches (30
inch draw minus 8 inch brace
height). The crossbow has an 8 to 10
inch disadvantage in this depart-
ment.

To overcome this disadvantage
the crossbow must have a greater
peak draw weight so it can store the
86 or more foot-pounds of energy
needed to drive the bolt with the
needed energy. Many are rated at 150
to 180 pounds for this purpose. With
this much force behind the shorter
bolt, the crossbow can achieve arrow
speeds of 320 to 350 fps.

SAMPLE: For a sample bolt
weighing 360 gr. and flying at 280
fps the Kinetic Energy will be:

KE = 360 x 280 x 280 / 450240 =
28224000 / 450240 = 62.7 ft-lbs.

If you use a heavier, more typi-
cal bolt, say 420 gr. and get a speed
of 330 fps then KE = 101.5 ft-lbs and
you’re well ahead of the hand held
compound bow. 

Both the recurve and the com-
pound crossbows are delivering
enough arrow speed and enough
kinetic energy to pack the killing
power needed for big game. The heav-
ier draw weight crossbows transfer
more kinetic energy to the bolt than

hand held compound bows.

EASE OF USE
Many who struggle with drawing

a compound or longbow switch to
the crossbow because it’s easier to
use. Except for cocking the crossbow
it is extremely easy to use. My friends
and I have found the crossbow easy
to setup with accessories, easy to
aim, to shoot and to sight in.

The conversion from field points
to broadheads went easy as well. We
found that although the broadheads
didn’t impact the same as field tips
they were close. In most cases we
had to adjust only a few inches high
or low. I’m sure the heavy spined
2219 aluminum bolts had something
to do with this.

BROADHEADS
Crossbows will shoot the heavier

fixed-blade broadheads. The 2219
aluminum shaft will easily push the
125-grain broadhead with accuracy.
If you think your customers want a
little more speed then put them on
the 100-grain heads. And if they want
to shoot long distance then suggest
the 100-grain mechanical heads and
be sure to stress long-range practice
with their setup to ensure proficien-
cy. 

The 2219 aluminum crossbow bolt is the most commonly recommended and will weigh
in about 340 grains. Test a variety of point weights to find what works best with the
crossbows you sell.

The pull rope is easy to carry and cuts the
pulling force you need to exert in half. A
crank is easier to use but in either case
practice is needed to be proficient in hunt-
ing conditions.
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THE CROSSBOW 
ARROW OR BOLT

The fletching on their bolts
should still be installed with a helical
curve. Yes, one fletch has to run
through the flight groove or arrow
track but the fletching has to create
air resistance in order to stabilize the
shaft. The helical fletch angle faces
one side of the vane or feather into
the wind so the back end guides the
shaft and not the broadhead.

The nock style is another choice.
The flat end nock is very popular
because it can be placed in the flight
groove with any fletch down. The
“moon” or grooved style has to be
placed with a specific fletch down. 

While I’ve referred to the popu-
lar Easton 2219 shaft size for cross-
bow bolts, some carbon arrow man-
ufacturers like Gold Tip and Carbon
Express also build heavyweight
shafts or complete fletched bolts
specifically for crossbow use.

PRICE
The good crossbows are expen-

sive but so are the best compounds.
My friend Dan says that it was worth
it to buy the better, higher priced
crossbow because of the accuracy
and reliability he’s getting. If most of
your crossbow customers are older
they will think the same way.

ACCESSORIES
The guys I deal with want the

best stuff for their crossbow. They
want the good scope with several
cross hairs or several red dots so they
can set up for different distances
with ease. Be sure to get a scope
tough enough to be placed on the
crossbow as some gun scopes may
not take the abuse dished out by the
crossbow. 

They also want a nice quiver and
a good cocking device. My friend Bill
has no problem cocking his cross-
bow without a crank aid. But others I

T H E R E  I S  N O

TenPoint Crossbows are engineered for   
performance and built to last.

1325 Waterloo Road, 
Suffield, OH 44260-9608

1.800.548.6837
www.tenpointcrossbows.com

Visit us at booth 1535 at ATA 
and booth 4718 at the SHOT 

Show. See our 2005 innovations 
and checkout our show specials

Patented VIBRA-CUSH
Patented DFI

OTT Limb-Pocket System
ACUdraw-Ready FST IV Stock

ACRA-ANGLE Machine-Finished Barrel
Advanced Quad Limb Technology

Tunable Synthetic Cable Yokes
Power Limb-Tip Caps
Ambidextrous Automatic Safety
5-Point Stock-to-Barrel Mounting System
Heavy-duty Riser Rod and 
Trigger-Housing Clamp Plate

All TenPoint crossbows are made with a group of Core Performance Features
that insure equal accuracy, dependability and durability regardless of the model
you sell. While our top-of-the-line models include additional premium features

and benefits that make them undeniably the best in the industry, our Core
Performance Features are the rock-solid foundation of every bow we make.

CORE PERFORMANCE FEATURES:

. 
If you prefer to hand pull your crossbow

then learn to bend at the knees and use
your legs to cock the bow. Bending over
under a strain is not safe in a tree stand so
load your bow on the ground, engage the
“no fire” mechanism and use a haul-line to
raise the bow.

Circle 64 on Response Card
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know really like the butt-mounted
crank on theirs – it makes life real
easy in the tree stand. Others, like
my friend Dave, like the rope-pull
device because it’s easy to store and
carry. 

SAFETY ISSUES
The safety issues with a cross-

bow are not all the same as with a
hand held bow. Most notably, the
crossbow has to be cocked and then
loaded. Then it stays in that position
for some length of time. Once
loaded, the user has to have the
“LOADED GUN” mentality; I never
have that with my hand-held com-
pound. Although it’s a bow it has to
be treated like a gun most of the time
because of the cocked aspect.

COCKING
Cocking the crossbow requires

learning totally new skills. Unless
your customer has owned a cross-
bow previously you’ll have to show
him how it’s done. You’ll have to train
him on the cocking device if he buys
one.

Pulling the crossbow by hand
should be done by bending your
knees not your back. Your leg mus-
cles are better suited for lifting and
that’s what is required to cock the
crossbow. Besides, it’s easier that
way. 

Once you get the bowstring
pulled to the latching mechanism
get it centered. Be sure the string is
held in the middle by placing refer-
ence marks on the serving so you
can see when it’s off-center. If it’s off
center then the bow will shoot
arrows left and right on the target. If
it is off center, you don’t have to nec-
essarily uncock it. You may be able to
take some pressure off the string
with your hands and then nudge it
into position.

The crossbows with butt-
mounted cranks can be cocked in

the tree stand with relative ease and
safety. Don’t hand-draw or rope-pull
the crossbow in the tree stand, as
leaning over is a dangerous opera-
tion anywhere but the ground.
Hand-cock the bow on the ground,
put the safety on and have the anti-
dryfire device engaged before
attaching your haul-line and pulling
the bow up to the top of the stand. 

The final step to ready the bow is
loading the bolt. Once you’re in your
stand and have your safety harness
secured then place the bolt in the
flight groove. Be sure to slide the bolt
completely into the firing position as
many crossbows have a safety that
prevents firing if the bolt is not cor-
rectly installed. 

SHOOTING PROCEDURE
One important point of shooting

the crossbow is your hand position.
Be sure to place your one hand
under the barrel of the forearm. You
must keep your fingers away from
the string path or risk injury. 

Crossbow limbs are very power-
ful and must have clearance for their
power stroke. If you are in brush or
near tree limbs then the limbs may
break when they impact them. The
jolt they’ll impart to the stock could

give the shooter at nasty bruise or
even knock him off the stand. At the
very least your accuracy will be
affected. 

Don’t dry-fire the crossbow. This
is so easy for the novice to do. He’s
not familiar with the safety device;
he mishandles the bow and, some-
times, just doesn’t know any better
and dry-fires the bow. Reminding
them once is not enough; tell them
over and over like you’re a school-
teacher! Point out that the 150 to 200
foot-pounds of stored energy in the
limbs is going to do something if no
arrow is in the flight groove and usu-
ally that ends up as breaking bow
parts.

At the end of your hunt, dis-
charge your bow by shooting a prac-
tice bolt into a safe backstop. My
friend Dave carries a small cube or
block type target in his vehicle and
shoots a practice bolt into it. Others
simply use an older bolt and fire it
into the ground, cleaning it thor-
oughly before they return it to the
quiver. Trying to unload the cross-
bow by hand is not recommended;
shoot a practice bolt instead, before
you transport your bow. Yes, it takes
more time but it’s safe! 

There are many good backstops

If you mark the center of the bow string in some manner your customers will be able to
spot if they’ve latched it off-center, before they send their bolt wide of the target. On
lighter serving like this a permanent marker may suffice.
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or target butts for crossbows. Most of
those used for the hand-held com-
pound bow will stop a crossbow bolt.
The reason special, higher density
crossbow targets are sold by firms
like McKenzie is that a bolt is not as
long as a regular arrow and may get
lost inside a target butt that is more
than twenty inches thick.

I think the major difference
between using the compound bow
and the crossbow is the “loaded gun”
mentality you have to have with the
crossbow. Once you cock the cross-
bow you must consider it a loaded
gun. If it accidentally discharges
there are consequences. It doesn’t
matter if there’s a bolt in it or not,
something is going to happen when
the bow’s stored energy is released.
With the regular compound you
must draw at the moment you
intend to shoot and that’s far less
dangerous. Remind the crossbow
archer that his bow will be at full
draw most of the
time he’s hunting
while other archers
will only be at full
draw for a few sec-
onds, and that’s only
on the day or days
they’re lucky to have
a deer within range.

TUNING THE
CROSSBOW
The draw length

is set at the factory
along with the wheel
timing. With these
two important issues
out of the way you

can get to the business of shooting
the crossbow. You should stress that
becoming familiar with the opera-
tion of the crossbow will make your
customers more effective in the field.

First, select the sight that does
the best job. Each shooter will have
to decide what aids his or her vision
the best. Seeing several types of
sights like pins, red-dot or scope will
greatly assist them in making their
decision. Provide a low-light situa-
tion if you can as that’s what they’ll
have to deal with in the woods.

FIELD POINT TESTING
Start tuning the crossbow the

same as you would any other bow,
up close. Start at ten to fifteen yards
with field points. Establish a sight
setting for the close distance before
moving back to twenty or twenty-
five yards. 

The tactic I like to use involves a
three or four spot target face for as

many different arrows. Number the
arrows and shoot them at the like-
numbered spot. This will give you
good information as to the consis-
tency of the arrows and crossbow. A
consistent bow will shoot each arrow
or bolt at the same relative location
in the numbered spots. 

Some sources of inconsistency
are:

1. String latched off-center from 
shot to shot.
2. Faulty nocks.
3. Improper placement of the bolt
in the flight groove.

4. Faulty trigger mechanism.
5. Weak spine bolts (2219 is 
recommended for most).
6. String drag on the flight groove.
Shooting from 30 or 40 yards will

uncover any inconsistencies in the
operation of the crossbow. Use the
multi-spot target face at all the dis-
tances and make the corrections
necessary to get better results.
Recommend that your customers try
both bench-rest and off-hand shoot-
ing to compare results and uncover
any shooter skills that need improv-
ing. 

BROADHEAD TESTING
Begin broadhead testing at close

range also. The broadheads usually
impact close to the field points but
not exactly the same. Your customers
need to look for consistency at 15
yards and reset their sight according-
ly. All three of my friends find a small
sight difference between field points
and broadheads but have excellent

Shooting at a multi-spot
target face is a good way
to check for consistency
and prevent arrow dam-
age from crossbows,
which can be very accu-
rate at short range.
Three of these four bolts
hit about the same in the
dot showing good group-
ing characteristics.

Circle 156 on Response Card
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arrow flight with both.
The correction for broadhead

planing is the same as it is for the
hand-held bow - - - check for broad-
head alignment first then downsize
second. If the shaft of the broadhead
is not inline with the arrow shaft, it
won’t fly straight. Use the spin test to
uncover any misaligned points and
get them properly aligned. 

If that doesn’t help arrow flight
then downsize the broadhead. Your
customers will understand that
smaller broadhead wings will dis-
rupt the arrow flight less. Some
crossbow manufacturers also pro-
vide recommendations for broad-
heads, like the Boss Bullet from
Wasp, that seem particularly suited
to crossbow use.

Be sure to test and sight-in
broadheads to at least thirty-five
yards. This is where the multi-spot
target is a must. Shooting three
arrows at three different spots is how
you observe the consistency you’re
getting without cutting up arrows.

EFFECTIVE RANGE
The bow and crossbow are still

primitive weapons. Arrows and bolts
fly at speeds under 400 feet-per-sec-
ond and that means they have lots of
parabolic arc in their flight path. The
bow sight forces you to hold the bow
so that the bolt or arrow is pointed
slightly uphill.  When shot the arrow
arcs up to a peak and then down-
ward to the target. So for distances
over 15 yards the arrow is falling
downward into the target.

The test I use for understanding
effective bow range is finding the
distance the arrow’s arc will keep it
on a nine-inch paper plate while
using only one sight pin. . At 300 fps
a crossbow bolt will stay on the
paper plate for 30 to 32 yards.

You can test this by setting your
sight for 22 yards and shooting bolts
from t10 to 30 yards. At ten yards
your bolts will hit the top of the
plate, near 20 yards they’ll hit near
the middle. At 30 yards bolts will hit
at the bottom of the plate. That
makes the effective range of your

weapon 30 yards and your cus-
tomers need to know the limits of
their weapon.

ETHICAL DECISIONS
All hunters must make their own

decision whether to shoot or not to
shoot. With the right information
about their crossbow they will be
better able to make the right choice.
Too many gun hunters that come
into your shop for a crossbow may
think they can shoot the crossbow
like they shoot their rifle. If they’re
going to take shots well beyond bow
range, or without the broadside or
quartering away angles archers wait
for, the results will be less than satis-
fying. So it becomes the dealer’s job
to educate them to the limits they
are working with. It’s a big job but we
have to do it so our sport is around in
fifty years.

Editor’s Note: Larry's latest book,
"Core Archery" is now available. The
book details correct form in a step-
by-step format, defines back tension
and how to execute it and presents a
plan for the high performance men-
tal game. It is available from Larry for
$11.95 + $2 post through his web site
at www.larrywise.com or by phone at
1-877-Go4-XXXs. It is also available
from the publisher, Target
Communications, 7626 W. Donges
Bay Road, Mequon, WI 53079. 

Shooting off-hand and from a bench can
tell you how well you’re performing with
your bow. Practice from a tree stand is
also recommended so you get proficient
under hunting conditions.

Circle 182 on Response Card
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“The best thing to happen to archery since 
the invention of the compound bow.”

Crazy Horse Archery

Genesis Technology™ eliminates let-off,   
thereby eliminating specific draw length, 

so that anyone can shoot the same bow.

• Kids can’t outgrow it –
because there is no 
specific draw length 

• It’s simple to buy –
no need to measure 
or fit for draw length 

• It’s easy to shoot –
beginners won’t 
develop bad habits 
because the draw 
length is always right

Genesis
®

Technology
™

Everyone can shoot the same bow 

The Genesis®bow was designed to introduce
beginners to archery. Thanks to Genesis®

Technology,TM it fits virtually everyone 
• No specific draw length (fits 15" to 30") 

• Set at 20 lbs., it performs like 
a 35 lb. recurve 

• All the advantages 
of single-cam 
technology

Any bow can 
shoot an arrow...
The Genesis®bow
changes lives! 
The Genesis bow is the bow
schools use in the National
Archery in the Schools Program.
Over 200,000 students have
been introduced to archery
through NASP. More importantly,
archery has proven to have a
profound impact on students 
and educators alike... 

“It is such a joy to see kids learning, 
developing skills, getting involved, and 
having fun. There is absolutely no down-
side to this program. Any school not 
offering this to their children is missing 
a golden opportunity.” 
Rich Prewitt – principal 
Whitley County Middle School

“I’ve never had so much fun coaching 
a sport in an educational setting in my 
20-plus years of teaching. I feel we reach
the students academically, socially, 
emotionally, mentally and physically.” 
Tina Davis – athletic director and teacher 
Trigg County Middle School

“For the kids who are not ‘traditional’ 
athletes, you can witness their self-esteem
drastically improve when they experience 
a little success with a Genesis bow.” 
Kyle McKune 
Middle School P.E. Teacher 

“Kids bug me all the time wanting to shoot
the Genesis bows.” 
Scott Ricks 
Middle School P.E. Teacher 

“Schools are discovering [another] big 
benefit of the [National Archery in the
Schools] program. Attendance is higher 
on archery days.” 
Central Kentucky News Journal

The Genesis® bow... The Genesis® bow... 

2035 Riley Road, Sparta, Wisconsin  54656 

(608) 269-1779

For the next generation!

Want to help get archery in your schools? 
Visit www.genesisbow.com

Supporter of
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